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q 0. Introduction . 
Much work has been done with’the Elementary Theory of the Category of Sets 
(ETCS) introduced by Lawvere in (21, particu!ariy since its reformulation by law- 
vere and Tierney I1.31. This work has been done under the assumption that a 
model of ‘this theory is actually. in some sense. 3 category of sets. Our work is based 
on a subsystem of ETCS, the axioms for 3 Baolcan topos (BT). In Section 1, we 
define precisely the systenrs involved and give some basic constructions. Then in 
Section Z we define, for an arbitrary Boolean topos E, a Boolean model A{(E) and 
show, assuming that E satistItcs a weak axiom of choice (that the subobjects of I 
form a set of generators). that M(E) is a model da weak systetn %O of set theory. 
A stronger system 2, of set theory is also defined, and we show that if E satisfies 
ETCS, then the category of sets of M(E) is equivalent o& and b{(E) satisfies 2,. 
Finally, in Section 3 we consider models E of BT with the axiom of infinity but 
without the axiom of choice and show that the constructibJe sets can still be de- 
fined and”hencc that the axiom of choice is consistent relative to the other axioms. 
We work inside an informal set theory which could be formalized by % 1. If de- 
sired, this work could be done in a theory c-of categories, or the results could be 
stated syntactically by standard methods and hence proved in elementary artihmetic. 
5 1. Notation and! formal systems 
We assume that the notion of a category is famihar to the reader. if x and 1’ are 
elements of 3 category C then we will denote the product and coproduct ofx and 
y in C by x X y and x + JJ, respectively, and the initial and terminal objects of C by 
Oand 1. 
The axioms for an elementary topos are the first-order formalizations of ( I), (2) 
and (3) below (see [I, 31 i: 
( 1). E is a category with all finite Iimits rued colimits. 
(2). E is Cartesian closed. 
lff : A X B -+ C is a morphism olf E, we will refer to the map f : A -+ @ cortespcmd- 
ing tof by the adjunction isomorphism as the cu~esiara u@oin~ off; the ev&ation 
map e : # X A + B is the unit crf the ad’unction. 
rl (3). There is a subobject clnssifrer t -+ St . 
Axiom 3 means that for each ob#ct X of E there is a bijection between the 




9 is called the characteristic fum: tion of i : Y + X; it is denoted by 11 -‘ei Y II (or 
Q -e Y 11 if i is clear). The srrbo@iect i : Y )_, X is denoted by [x e X : 4). The sym- 
bok and [: 1 were &osen to sumest he symbols E and (: } of set theory. The 
tioms of;T areF(J&-(3) abc~e plus 
(4). I - n * 1 is a coproduct diagram, where &z&e f the characteristic 
function of the unique morphism 0 )3 1. Since (4) implies that s1 Z 1 + 1 = 2, we 
wilt write 2 instead of 52. 
EXCS is the extension of WT given by adjoining the following three axiams: 
(“AC). Coequalizers split. 
(Inf). Tke is an object N and morphisms- 1 5 IV 4 Iv such that for any ab- 
ject X and morphisms 1 -& X -b X, there is a unique h such that the fol- 
towing diagram commutes. 
(Two vaIued$. There are gX;actly two maps from I to 2. 
The discussion berow is intrxrded only to outfine results of Lawvere and Ticmey 
and to estabfish our notation. The constructions and proofs) can be found in [ 11 or 
[3) - For a topos E, let L(m be the Language described as fi~llows: 
The terms of I.&) are 
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(3)forpaiim9fttwnstl uftypeXl d120ftypeX~.aterm(tl, t+ftype 
x, x x,. 
Tlx atomic formulas of I@) are 
( 1’) for tech t3bject X nf I?, 4 binary rdati0n = 0f ryp X ad 
(2) fir arch &Mbject i : Y $-+ X of X, 51 UMFJ~ p&core --ei Y of type X. 
The language L’(E) tw, in addition to the above, variabies ranging over arrows 
and objects of E and the relations of equality and conjunction of arrows. If E is twa 
valued, then I_+‘(&9 is interpreted as in [ 21: the variables of type X range over marw 
phismsx: PXofE,andifx: 1 -+Xandi: Y*X,thenxeYistrueifxfactors 
through Y. If E is booleanvafued, then the interpretation becomes lightly more 
calplicated. Variables of type X range over diagrams of the form 
By induction of the length of formulas, sentences are given a truth value in the com- 
pletion 8 of the boolean algebra of subobjects of 1. For example, if i : Y )_* X, then 
the truth value of 3 xc X(x e Y) is 
where$*i is the pullback of i rtongf. In practice this extra complication is almost 
entirely notational so we will occasionally omit, as here, details for the booiean 
valued case. The necessary modifications can easily be made by a reader familiar 
with boolean valued models of set theory [see, e.g. 61. 
We use two interpretations of L.@). The ex4%mfaI intwprtrtufi0n of L(E) is sim- 
ply its interpretation as a fragment of L’(E)* The inter& lntetpretatbn, which we 
deftne below, assigns to each formula 9 of L(E) with free variablesx, y, . . . a truth 
V&J~ which is an ~JJQW fi 9 If : A’ X Y X . . . -+ 2 of El. The at row {I x ei Y if has 
already been defined following axiom (3) of EST, and I/ x1 = x2 11 is the charac teris- 
tic function of the diagona1 map A : X )_, X X X. The boolean operations are given 
by the morphisms A :2X2+2and”7:2 + 2 defined in [ 1 ] , and substitution is 
given by conjunction: 1 f p(x) is a formula and f : Y -+ X, then 11 gu(x)) II = 
11 g(x) 11 a$ if f : X --) Y then there are funotors of comma categories Zf and 
nf : E/X *E/Y right and Ieft adjoint, respecrively, to the puilback alongfi If i is 
thesubobjcct(x4X:il4li) ofX,thenMxcX 4~IIandli3xeX gtlarethe 
characteristic functions of I$(‘, and the manic part of x,,(i), respectively, where 
g is the projection X X Y -+ Y and Y is the product of the types of free variables of 
9 other than x. clr formula q is said to be valid ( 1) 9 \I= 77 if 1) 9 if factors through 
T : f -3~ 2. If p is a formula of L&), then we wiI1 write [x E X : tp] rather than 
fx E x : 11 tp 11 ] , and ifg : x -+ 2 then we wit) write g(x) = T for g(x) ET 1. 
If E is a mode) of ET& then the valid formulas of I.#“) are just those whkh 
are true in the externa: interpretation. We will use, witha,ut explicit statement, 
metathcorems which itate that the system works as it should when E satisfies BT, 
2nd in fiarticular that it satisfies the laws of classical logic. However, we will aut,)j~ 
a proof of the following proposition, the coroNary of which gives a necemry con- 
nection between the two interpretations. 
Pn;kof. kt ( }: Y + 2’ ‘be the Cartesian adjoint of I[yi := yz 11 : Y x Y -+ 2. We &irn 
that{ ) is 
it is easy to check that r[ } is monk and a subobjec t of (+). We will show that if 
It, j” are variables of type 2*. then 
it fohows that (*) is a subobject of ( ) , so ( } is equal to (8). L,et i : H ti 2’ X Zr 
& (crsJ2M 2’ X 2y : v y Q Y tfr (‘J+ =&(J*))] . Then in the fohowing dia- 
gram, where h is the unit of Cartesian adjunction, 
the feft square commutes by naturality and the right square commutes because, 
without the exponents Y, it commutes by the definition of If, Up to the cannonicai 
2y X 2* ~(2 X 2)y, the bottom is the identity and the right side is 
&2Y)“qY X 2*, so i factors through A. This completes the proof of the claim. 
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If 3; : X + 2* is the cartesian adjoint of II 9 11, then by the hypothesis g factors 
through (*.), so there is a morphism g : X -+ Y such that G= ( ) g. Then g is the re- 
quired morphism. 
If x : 1 -+ X, then we write j/ g(x) If as an abbreviation for 11 v z E 1 &X(Z)) 11, 
where t does nut appear as a free variable in q. 
R&. From the hypothesis, ItV z E 1 3 ! x c X g(x) (I= T, so by Proposition 1 
there is a map x : 1 -+ X such that IO V z E 1 9(x(z)) II = T, that is If $(x) II= T. 
It is, however, consistent with BT that /\ 3 x e X 9(x] 11 = T and for all 
x : 1 -+ X, iI e---t q(x) II = T. Id BT’ be BT plus ttle follovring weak axiom of’ choice: 
(AC’). The cpi part of every map X --, Y F+ 1 splits. 
hoof. This follows from a routine induction on the length of’g, since AC’ implies 
that II 3 x c X 9(x) It = T, then 3 x e X( I( q(x) [I = T). 
The system 2, of axioms for set theory consists of the ri,rmd statement of the 
axioms below. 
( I). If x and )’ are sets, then so are the pair set (x, JF), the power set P(x), the 
union set Ux, and the empty set 0. 
(2). (Bounded comprehension schema). If 9 is a formula of set theory with all 
q&antifiers of the form V x E 6 or 3 x E b where b is a set, and if nz is a set, then 
(XEm : $}isasM. 
(3) (Regularity), v x (x + @ =+ 3 y E x (j fi x = 0)). 
(4). If x if a set then so are TC(x). the smallest ransitive set )t such that x E y, 
and H(x), the set of y such that card(TCQ)) G card(x). 
(5). (Extensionality). V x V y (x = y w V 2 (2 E x e42 E v)). 
(6). (,AC). lffis a function with nonempty domain then ihere is a function R 
such that j&j= f: 
The subsystem of 2, consisting of axioms ( I)--( 5) is 2,. 2, is finitely axiomati- 
zable [‘?I. The models of set theory will be Boolean models in the sense of Scott- 
Solovay 161. If 8 is a complete Boolean algebra, then a g-valued structure M is a 
set M together with functions E and * from M X M to 8 which interpret E and =, 
respectivdy. that is, if x, y E M, then 11 x E y tt = E(X, _V) and II X = y II = *X, _Y9. 
The* &finitions can IX extended in the usual way to give a truth value 119 If in 8 
for any sentence 9 of iet theory. A sentence +J is valid it’ I\ g 11 = T, the maximal ele- 
ment of & and M is a model of Z,(or a fragment af 2, ) if all the axioms and ;111 the 
ntences that say that = is a congruence relation arc valid in M. We allaw 8 model 
ta fnave distinct &memtsx and y such that 11 x = y /I =: T, and in general the models 
will nst be full in the ser,sc of !&tt and Solovay. 
Co any &valued mode; M o;f 2, can be associated the eategary C(M) whose ob- 
te the sets in M snd ~~hose matplrisms from x toy are the tripfet V; x, v) in 
h that tl y’is a funcl.inn with domain x and range contained in _J+ 11 = T. Then 
) will be a mode1 of BT’. The set 2 of M will be the subobject classifier 2 of 
M) and the boolean algebra (I(M) ( 1,2) will be k~morphic to a subalgebra of 8. 
§2 
To construct M(E) for a Boolean Topas E we use a modification of a model of 
t theory given by Scott in [ 5) . If Q, is a relation OK a set T, we call ( 7’. 6+9 a 
1tvx if 
T is a reflexive partial ordering of T. 
r all ,v E T, { x : y $x) is linearly ordered by +. 
(3). 3xET VL’ET rJ-+). 
(4). (well foundIkrd) v 7” CT 3x.y~T’vzET’(t~y~~y~~~). 
(59. T has no order autamorphisms except he idlentity. 
Note that (4) requires that T is wet1 founded in bcM~ directions, with respect s 
bth T and Z+. In a model of set theory, we define the set represented by a tree: 
recursively: atree T repregnts a set x if the members of x are exactly the sets re- 
presented by trees of the form ({z : I $a}, +), where x is an immediate prcde- 
censor of the maximal element of T. In a model M of axiams (1) and (2) of Zt-, , the 
class of imorphism classes of trees with the evident membership relation will be a 
model of z@ 
tet~bramadelofBT.~dsuppeseA isanobjectofEands:X)_*AXA.If 
we wrrte 4 G f u’ far (a, a’) E, A’, the conjumtiorr of the axioms for a tree can be 
wirtten as a sentence $(A, s) of i_(E) with parameters A and s. We say that the pair 
(A, :I) is a tree if 11 ${A, s) I/= T. If (as is true in the rest of this section) E satisfies 
ET” then by Prqwsitian 2 it is equivalent to say that $(A, s) is externally tnre tn 
E. The maximal element of the tree (A, s) (which exists by (39 and Cclrollary 1. I) 
t + A, and 4s) = [o E A : a is an immediate predecessor f ml. In- 
tuitavely, the members of (a) are the element!i of the set represented by (A, s). For 
CI E A, s& is the subtrcc obtained by restricting $ to [a’ e A : Q’ Gs al. ifl3 is the 
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completion of the Boolean algebra E( 1, L), then let bI(.Ej be the 5-valued structure 
defined as follows. The universe of M(E) is the set of all trees (~4, s) in E, If’ (A, S) 
and (5, t) are in M(E), then 
E((A, S), (5, t)) = t/(3 fe 5’ (jis an order isomorphism fJm PQ onto +, 
for some b bc (0)) If. 
Note that E((A, s), (5, t)) anct Q ((A, s), (5. t)) are in E( 1, 2) and hence are in 5. 
and so by AC’, there is a tree z such that 
Then fur this t, z E x w 2 E )’ fails in M(E). 
Rquktif~: This follows from the assumption that a t rce is well founded using 
AC’ as for existension3lity. 
&IW~~ CO~W&~WS~MK Thisfollows from axiom (3) of BT and the equivalence 
of the cxternaI and internal interpretations of U,K) given by Proposition 2. 
Pd~Hlttl sef: tf(A, ,c) is a tree, then the power set (5. I) of (A, s) is the tree con- 
structed as folIows: 5 will be a subobject of A X ?’ t 2’“) f 1. The single element 
of 1 is the rntxximal c ement I)+, and W = ZCS’. Ifa e A and a # rn,. let S E W be the 
unique element of W such that a GS a. A pair (u, I) E A X 2{s’ is in 5 if and only if 
eCfl 47) = T. and in that cast is less than f“ c ?” it’f.= f’ and is less than (a’, f’> if 
I-= f” and a b;;pl. 
him set: The set U (A, s) is constructed from the set A’ = ia tz A : R 4 Cd) . 
(A’, s--$4’ X A’)) satisfies all the conditions of a tree except hat it m;ly h;tve non- 
identity automorphisms. Define an equivalence r lation - on A’ by u - a’ if and 
only if there is an order automorphism fof A * such that j(a) = a”. Then U (A, sb 
= f&L, s’) where A’& is the set of --equivalence classes and Gsp is the ordering 
induced on d ‘I- by Gs. 
?hwsitiveckosure: TC(A, S) is oonstructed on a subobject of A X A f A + 1, using 
the same trick as for the union. 
H(A, s): This is similarly constructed from the set of trees (A’, 1) such that A’ 
is a subobject of A. 
It is a cordary of the proof of Lemma 7 below that if the axiom of infinity holds 
rn k” then it holds in M(E); and if the axiom of choice holds in E then every set of 
(E) can be wetl-ordered and so the axiom of choice holds in M(E). M(E) is trivially 
. vwalued if E is, so we have 
Stronger axioms of set theory also have equivalent statements inETCS; most 
ge cardinal axioms, for example, translate xactly. and replacement holds in 
if for c#ery formula 9 of L’(E) with parameters inE and every object X of EP 
V=X 3 Y9(X,r)“32 vxeX3 Y3f~:Yk+Zn~(x* Y)) 
holds in E* 
IfM is a Boolean valued model of 2,. then we define C(M) to be the category 
of sets of M. More precisely, the objects of C(M) are the sets of M, and the mor- 
phisms of C(M) are the triples cf, x, v) of M such that 11 (Jis a function with domain 
x and range contained in u) iI = T in M. It can easily be verified that if M satisfies 
G. then C(M) satisfies BT’, and the other axioms of 2, yield their counterparts of 
ETCH. If (A, s) IS a tree in k’ and El an object in E, then we say that (A. s) stnrc~es 
B if B 2 (I) in E. An object is structured if it is structured by some tree. 
ROOCI The equivalence K: C( M(E)) -+ Es is defined on objects in the obvious way: 
K(jl ,s) = <sk If f is a morphism in &WE)), f : (.A, s) + (B, I), then f is a set of ordered 
pairs 3n M(E). But then there is a formula JI(u, bj e L(lT) with free variablesa of 
typeWand Q of type~t~expaessing(s,, $)Ef;and(V 4~: W 3! be W $(u, 6)) 
is valid in E. Thus by Proposition t there is a unique morphism k’(J) : W + (I) such 
that V a E W $(a, KCS(a)) is valid. A’ is evidently a faithful functor. To see that 
K is full. it is only necessary to note that if (A, s) and (B. t] are trees and h E Et(s), 
W), then the set f z ((sp’ tb) : a E ts) A b = h(a)} of ordered pairs in M(E) is a mar- 
phism of C(M(Ej) and K(f) = h. 
It should be noted that the equivalence K has been defined oniy up to isomor- 
ph i . To define K(A, s) precisety would require choosing a specific i : Y )3 A 
such that i is the subobject (s) of A. This choice can be avoided by modifying the 
definition of M(E) to require a set to be a 4-tuple (A, s, i. I’) such that (A, s) is a 
tree and i : Y >-* A is isomorphic to (~1. The functions E and =E are deftned as before, 
using only (A, s), and K(A, s, i, M is defined to be Y. Then K is definable in E. 
Scott and Sdovay f6) define a boolean structureM to be separated if for all 
x, y EM, if * (x, J) = T then x = y. M(f!Q is not separated, since two distinct trees 
(A, s) and {A’, s’) can be isomorphic, so that * ((A, s), (A ‘, s’)) = T. We could have 
defined &!Z’) so that it would be separated bybletting asl:t in M(E) be an isramor- 
phism class of trees instead cbf an individual tree. We hdvrj avoided’ this because of 
the additional complication and because of the following proposition: 
Roof. Suppose that K is such an equivatence. Then for any integer n of M(E) there 
is a unique morphrsm KC1’): I -G(n) in E corresponding to the function f : 1 -+ IZ 
of M(E) defined byf(O) = 0. Then, since K is an equivafence, K(n) =f= K(m) if 
n * nt, so by the defi;libihty of K there is a formula il, such that for each n there 
is a unique morphism x, : 1 -+ K(n) such that $(K(n), xn) is valid. Choose )I so 
that n > 2 and K(n) does not appear as the domain or codomain of any parameter 
of &. Let _V be an arrow 1 + K(n) distinct from x,. Using Proposition 1 z we can de- 
fine the map ir : X(n) -* K(n) as the permutation of K(k) such that hy = x,, hx, =y, 
and h is the identity on K’(N) otherwise. Then k induces an automorphism ofE 
which is the identity on objats and defined on morphisms/ : A -+ 13 by 
u- = 
i 
hf if A + K(N) = B, 
jh if A Q(n) + B, 
hfh ifA = K(n)= B. 
Since $J(&I), xn) is true and o is the identity on the parameters of $I, \tr(a(K(n)), 
dx,)) is true. But this is just $(X[n), v), which contradicts the uniqueness of x,r . 
it should be noted that with our det’inition of M(K) no functor 
A! : Es -+ G(,U(li”)) giving the other direction of the equivalence isdefrnablc in E. 
Iamma 7. If E sutis@s the aUrn of choice theH every object of E is structwed. 
Roof. If E satisfies the axiom of choice, then for every object A of E there is a wet&- 
ordering i : x F-+ A X ri of A. Let (C, <i, be the set of strictly descending sequences 
where 0,4 is the <,-minimal element of n ; and j : Y -+ C X c is defined by (u, ]*) *(, 
(u’, f) if and only if u >,. a’ and V 4” ci o’, J’(a”) = f(a”). Then the tree (C, j1 struc- 
’ tureen ; in fact in M(14‘) iItis the ordinfal with the order type of (A, Gi). 
Proof. Lemmas 5 :and 7. 
‘Theorem 8woufd fc4fow from the weaker assumption that E satisfies BT’ + 
l * every object is structured”. However, ithere are models of BT’ with non-structured 
cihjects: Let M be the Minkowski model of ZF (with urelements) atisfying the 
ticm of the axiom of choice which is obtained by adjoining an infinite set A af 
t inguishable weiemen ts 141. Then .A is not structured in C(M). 
Define two &valued modelsM and M’ to be we&y ismmq.dzic if&&‘-- 2 M’,t-C.. 
where - is the congruence relation defined on a boolean valued model by x - ,t-’ 
Pru&. We need to define a map f : M J M( C(M)), preserving the maps E and *, 
ch that for every p in i?;f( C(M)) there is an x in M such that * (‘_I--. _P(x )b = T. f t can 
own in q that for every set x there is a tree (A, G) derived from TC(x) which 
representsx in the sense defined at thie beginning of this section, and using H(x) 
that every tree representsa set. Ifx isa set ofM, let (A, %) be the tree representing 
x and let f(x) be the pair (A, i) in C(dl), where i is the inclusion map 
((a.a’)EA X A:oba’} )-+A X A. 
rhen j IS a function from M into M( &‘M)). Also each tree in C(M) comes from 
game tree in Me and hence is isomorphic to f{x) for some x E ICI. 1 t is chr that E 
and * are preserved. 
$3. The constructible sets over a topos 
If t:’ is a model of BT which does not satisfy AC’, then M(E) may not be a model 
of ZO. In this section we construct in an arbitrary made1 E of BT t Inf the model 
S(K) of constructible sets, As in section 2, sets will be trees, but it will be seen that 
by restricting ourselves to constructible trees we can replace the use of AC’ by the 
use of the corollary to Proposition 1. In particular, we will show that if BT + Jnf is 
consistent, then so is Z, and hence so is ETCS. We assume aknowledge of the con- 
structible sets in set theory and will omit those proofs for which no new ideas are 
needed. The definitions and results through Lemma I2 ail use the internal inter- 
pretation of IL@“). For example. if we say that A is the set of b E B such that g(b), 
this should be read A = [b 1~ B: II $111. We will sometimes abuse our notation by 
informally lden tifying elcmen ts of TX with subsets of X, and we will write 
I’(a) for eUI @I. 
Given any reasonable system of G&M numbering of formulas of set theory, 
WG can define the set Fm of GGdel numbers of formulas. ff A is an object of k, 
then let T&4) )3 2A x A be the set of trees with fietd contained in A. The relations 
E and = are definable ln TdA), so there is a formula Sat& q,fi where x of 2rr(A), 
9 E Fm and f e T&4 bV which expresses that for mme m, 9 is the Giidel number 
of some formula with at most the free variables x0, . . u , x, _ 1 , that ]“@I) e X for 
all n, and that qu(U). f( 1). . . . s f(n-- I )) is true in the model (x, E -I (x X x), 
= --Q X x)). We now assume that (A, s) is an infinite weli ordering in R. Then 
card&4 ) = card (sf X A ), so if x e 2~rtA~ issuch that card(x) < c=atd(A ) (formally, 
then every Gsubset ofx will also be a member of TflA). Thus we can define the 
set af definable Gsubsets of-x: 
where Cw,?(is the function p’ Q Tr(A IV such thatf’(0) = w andf“(N + 1) =f(n). 
An x 6 ZTrin 1 is transitive if for all I, I) E Tr(A), t E t’ c x * t E x. 
Proof. If z E x, then 2 = [w E x: w E 21 E Def(x). 
Rqmition Il. I/x E i 7Tr(A 1 is such rhtzt card(x) G card(A ), then card(Def(x)) 
S card(ct 1. 
We are now in a position to define M(A, s), the set of trees construct iblc by 
the ordinal (A, S) 
Ikfmitbn. If z E Tr(d). then z c M(d, s) ii and only if there is an fe ( ZTr(A))/I 
SIJC~ thai 
(I).r(O/t ) = 0. 
( 2). I( so) = Dew(a)) for ail II E A, 
(3). if d * OA and 0 is not a successor, then 
(4). 3 u E A z E flu), 
where OA is the <,-mmimal clement of A and so is the <,-successor of u. 
#%oof. Using Corollary I. I. we can define x to be the KA -feast element x of M&4, $1 
such that q(x). 
if (A, J) and (A', s') are w&orderings in E, then we say that (A, $16 (A’, s’) if 
there is an f : d + A' which preserves Cs such that the image of A is an initial seg 
mcnt of A’. It is easy to verify that if /‘exists then it is unique and that the well- 
orderings of E form a linearly ordered set under 4. 
hat (& t) be a tree in &II We can define Le reiation (IS, t) E M(A, s) by untangling 
in the obvious way the refatjon between trees in E and M(A, s), which is a definable 
efement of the subobject zTM) of z2’j X + ~~ b mma IS we have that if (A, s) 
<(A’, s’) and (B, t) f M(d, s), then (B. I) EM{d’, s’). IY%fine (_$ t) E L if there is 
a well-ordering (A, $1 such that (B, t) E M(A, s). 
theorem 14. If Esuti$& BT + Inf, then L sutisjks 2, + GCH. 
Ruof. Axioms (2). (31, (5). and at1 but the power set in axiom (J) can be proved as 
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f(jr &{(IY) by using Corollary 1. I instead of AC’. The axiom of choice foliows 
from Lemma 12. The axiom of infinity clearly holds and the transitive closure of 
a constructible set is clearly constructible. We complete the proof by showing that 
the power set axiom and GCH holds in tr the same method shows that HX exists. 
First we show that if (A, s) is a well-ordering in E, tnen there is a welt-ordering 
(A’, d) such that card(A )< card(A’). Let A’ ?X the set of well-orderings of subsets 
of A and tert s’ be the ordcring4. Then if there were a monomorphism from A’ to 
A, this would @vc a well-ordering on A of order type (A’, s’). But then there would 
be ;a we&ordering on A of order type (A’, s’) + I, which is impossible. The rest of 
the proof of the power set axium and the GCff is just like it is in set theory. Let 
(A’, s’) be the<-least well ordering such that caraA’) > card(A) and suppose that 
x GM(A, s), that )-’ G L, and bhat y 4~. Then for some (A”, s”),~ E M(A”, s”). 
The tiiwenheimI$kolem thmrem can be proved in the usual way, so we can show 
that $ e M~A’, s’). Hence P(x) n 1: sM(A’, s’) and so P(x) n I., E L and 
card(‘ex) fl L) < card(M[A ‘, 3‘)) = cardl.4 ‘) in I,. 
By the proof of Lemma 5 it can be seen that if S@‘j = C(t), then SL?) is a cate 
gory sitting over E by a faithful functor K which is definable in E. Except for the ex- 
psnential function, ali of the topos structure is preserved by K, and K(AB) is a sub- 
object of K(A)Kfe? 
Proof. if E is a topos, then the category 14’-,1 of doubie negation sheaves in E 
I[ S,3]) forms a model of BT with infinity. Then the model L of constructible seti 
inE,, is a model of 2, a SO C(L) satisfies all of the axioms of ETCS except hat it 
is not twrpvalued. However, if 4 is any axiom of ETCS, then 11 c(, holds in C(L) It= T 
in & {if 9 is the twcbvalued axiom, then this just says that t is bmlean). Since truth 
value T is preserved by iogical deduction, it follows that ETCS is consistent. 
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